
FOCUS SHEET - 3.1-3.3 Name  ___________________________________

Chapter 3:  Early Empires in the Ancient Near East
Introduction:

Cause Agriculture Food surplus

and 

Effect civilizations/Trade

Empires

How were the different empires governed?

How empires maintain their power?

What caused empires to fall?

What were the similiarities and differences in empires?

Vocabulary Words, People, Places and Key Points:

Lesson 1 -  Akkad and Babylon p. 56
* Akkadian Empire

Location: just north of the Sumerian city-states (see map p. 17)

Review: The Sumerian city-states were independent political units located close to each other.
They were not unified like countries or states today

* Sargon:  the leader of Akkad.  He over took and conquered the Sumerian city states to 
form the first EMPIRE in all of world history (2340 BC)

Empire: large political unit that is usually under one single ruler that controls many different
people and/or territories - much of our study this year will revolve around empires

Fall: by 2150 BC, other neighbors began to invade and the empire fell 

Babylonian Empire
Mesopotamians returned to city-states
fought amongst themselves and soon the Babylonians rose to power

location: south of Akkad

Hammurabi: 1792 BC was king of the Babylonians, and after he came to power, he was able
to conquer the other city states and bring them into the Babylonian Empire
Used the strategy of divide and conquer to defeat his enemies.  He was a 
 strong king, but after his death in 1750, the empire fell

* Most famous for his Code of Laws…

* Hammurabi's Code: earliest example of laws that were codified (written down) 282 case laws 
* It was based on strict laws and severe penalties - "an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth." 

Social classes were punished unequally:  commoner vs. commoner = less severe
see examples: than punishment against commoner vs. noble
p. 58 Largest category of laws - marriage and the family (respect) women had less rights than men

Covered all areas of society - Currently a Stele is in the Louvre Museum, Paris.
* Patriarchy: men dominate society>>women have fewer rights>>she could not divorce husband

but husband could if she failed in her duties>>wives drowned if neglected home

Settlements
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